It is shown that the gauge field in Poincaré-gauge theory of gravity consists in two parts: the translational gauge field ( t -field), which is generated by the energy-momentum current of external fields, and the rotational gauge field ( r -field), which is generated by the sum of the angular and spin momentum currents of external fields. In connection with this the physical field generating by rotating masses should exist.
Introduction
The problem of a great interest consists in a possible existing of still unknown physical field that can be generated by rotating masses as a source. In particular, such possibility follows from the Theorem on the sources of the gauge fields [1] [2] [3] [4] , which states that the gauge field is generated by the Noether invariant corresponding to the Lie group that introduces this gauge field by the localization procedure. In this sense the gauge field in Poincaré-gauge theory of gravity (PGTG) should be generated not only by the energy-momentum tensor, but also by the sum of angular and spin momentum currents as the source.
Here we shall discuss the following problems:
• What are the true gauge potentials in PGTG?
• What are the source currents of the field equations in PGTG?
• What fields can be generated by rotating masses in PGTG?
The corresponding field equations of PGTG were derived in [3, 4] as the consequence of the general gauge field theory for the groups connecting with space-time transformations. We have shown [5] that under the localization procedure the Lorenz subgroup of the Poincaré group introduces the rotational gauge field A m a ( r -field), which is generated by the sum of the angular and spin momentum currents of external fields.
The subgroup of translations introduces the translational gauge field A k a ( t -field), which is generated by the energy-momentum current of external fields. These field equations are equivalent to the equations of PGGT in usual form, derived by the variation of the Lagrangian with respect to the tetrads h , the tetrads and also curvature and torsion being constructed with the help of both the t -and r -fields.
Noether theorem and the principle of local invariance
We start with the flat Minkowski space M 4 with the Cartesian coordinates x a ( a = 1, 2, 3, 4 ) and the metric g ab =g( e a , e b ) = diag (1, 1, 1, −1) with the basis e a = ∂ a = ∂/∂x a . The fundamental group of M 4 is Poincaré group P 4 (inhomogeneous Lorentz group),
Here we have introduced the abbreviations for the rotations and translations,
Let us introduce the curvilinear system of coordinate
Action integral is invariant under the Poincaré group P 4 ,
The first Noether theorem in a curvilinear system of coordinate yields the following,
Hereδ denotes the variation of the form of the field. For example, for the field Q A we have,
The field equation of the field Q A is fulfilled,
The result of Noether theorem can be represented as follows,
where the following expressions for the energy-momentum t 
Noether Theorem yields the conservation laws for the energy-momentum and full momentum,
Now we shall localize the Poincaré group P 4 , the parameters of which become arbitrary functions of coordinates on M 4 . The theory is based on four Postulates.
Postulate 1 (The principle of local invariance). The action integral
where the Lagrangian density L describes the field Q A , interaction of this field with the additi-onal gauge field A R a and also the free gauge field A R a , is invariant under the action of the localized group P 4 (x) , the gauge field being transformed as follows,
where U and S are unknown matrices.
Postulate 2 (The principle of stationary action):
Postulate 3 (An independent existence of a free gauge field). The full Lagrangian density L of the physical system has the following structure,
Postulate 4 (The principle of minimality of gauge interaction):
The second Noether theorem for the Lagrangian density (2.1) and the group P 4 (x) yields the following,
, coefficients before them being equal to zero,
where the following notations are introduced,
If the equations (2.3) for the gauge field are valid, then the equations (2.7) are simplified,
3. Structure of the Lagrangian densities L Q and L 0
We introduce the differential operator M R ,
and represent the gauge field in two components, A 
satisfies to Postulate 1, L Q being constructed from L Q (Q A , P a Q A ) by exchanging the operator P a with the operator of the gauge derivative,
Also the following representation for the gauge t -field is valid,
The proof of this Theorem has been performed in [3, 4] and consists in proving three Prepositions.
Preposition 1.1 . With the help of (3.1) the gauge derivative (3.3) can be represented as follows,
where new quantities are introduced,
It is easy to verify with the help of (3.5) and (3.6) that formula (3.4) is valid. Corollary . After substituting (3.8) and the first line of (3.7) into (2.2), we get the transformational laws of the gauge fields
One of the main results of this corollary is that the tetrads h µ a and h a µ are not the true gauge potentials in contrast to the usually accepted opinion.
The structure of the gauge field Lagrangian density is established by the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (B.N. Frolov, 1999 Frolov, , 2003 . The Lagrangian density 
Field equations of the gauge fields
The gauge field equations are the following,
The right sides of these field equations can be represented in the form,
The consequence of (4.1) and (4.2) is the theorem. 
Geometrical interpretation
In the geometrical interpretation of the theory the quantities h 
The first of the gauge field equation (5.2) can be represented in the form, 
Conclusions
The main result of the Theorem on the source of the gauge field (Theorem 4) is that the sources of PGTG are not only the energy-momentum and the spin momentum tensors as in the Einstein-Cartan theory [6, 7] , but also the orbital angular momentum tensor. The gauge t -and r -fields are generated together by the energy-momentum, angular momentum and spin momentum tensors [5] .
Therefore in PGTG rotating masses (for instant, galaxies, stars and planets), and also polarized medium should generate the r -field. In [8] the influence of the rotating Sun on the planets moving via the torsion generating has been investigated. Also a gyroscope on the Earth should change its weight subject to changing the direction of rotation because of the interaction with the rotating Earth. There exist some experimental evidences of such effects. In [9] [10] [11] [12] the change of the weight of rotating bodies or polarized medium have been observed that can be explained as the result of the interaction of these bodied and medium with rotating Earth. To this subject one also may refer the results of the N. Kozyrev's experiments with gyroscopes [13] and the mysterious J −M relation between angular moments and masses of all material bodies in our Metagalaxy [14, 15] .
In Russia in Scientific Institute of Cosmic System (NIIKS of M.V. Khrunichev GKNP Center) some hopeful results have been received in experiments, in which the possibility has been demonstrated of using the decrease of the weight of rotating mass for constructing an engine that could move a body without any contacts with other bodies and without ejection of any reactive masses [16] .
In case of General Relativity (GR) torsion vanishes and one gets only one field equation with the metric energy-momentum tensor as the source. But nevertheless the effects of GR depend on both of the tand r -fields. In particular, the Lense-Thirring effect and the Kerr solution are induced by the r -field.
The well-known problem of the constructing of the external source for the Kerr metric [17, 18] may has its solution in considering the angular momentum of the external medium as the source.
In GR the coupling constants both of the t -and r -fields are equal to the Einstein gravitational constant. But in PGGT this choice is not determined by the theory and the coupling constants of the t -field and r -field have not to be equal to each other. In PGTG these constants can have different values, which should be estimated only on the basis of the experimental data [5] .
